The Walden School envisions a world with a higher concentration of people who approach life creatively, collaboratively, and with conviction; support music and the arts; and understand and respect each other’s differences.

One characteristic of The Walden School’s approach to music education is that each new concept is examined and practiced from every possible angle. In your first musicianship class, you learn to explore all the sounds you can make inside the piano — plucking, scraping, tapping, knocking, even singing into the resonant strings. This same thoroughness takes you from these exploratory sounds through the overtone series, “hand over hand” drills, and ultimately to manipulating extended harmonies. Everything is studied backwards, upside-down, in every imaginable permutation — all in the interest of increased fluency with the medium.

As so many things do at Walden, this multi-faceted way of looking at music extends into how I look at the world. And today, as I consider all of you, our wonderful supporters, I see that each of you highlights a particular angle of influence Walden has in the world. Some of you are alumni and parents, affected for life by the Walden experience. Some of you are trustees of foundations whose mission aligns with ours. Some of you are friends of a board or staff member or someone on the faculty, inspired by the enthusiasm they have for Walden and its mission. Still others of you just recently learned about Walden from someone who participated in the Compose-a-thon.

No matter who you are, when you give to Walden, you are more than “just” a donor. You are a friend, an investor, an advocate — from every angle, you are a valued member of the Walden community. Thank you for bringing your perspective and your support to this community. You have made a big difference.

With gratitude,

Seth Brenzel

2010 Faculty & Staff

Marshall Bessières
Amy Bolaños
Ben Bolaños
Alan Chan
Alex Christie
Rebekah Griffin Greene
Brooke Joyce
Marguerite Ladd
Tom Lopez
Bill Stevens Jazz Ensemble
Emile Blondel
Hexnut

Sky Macklay
Tony Makarome
Sally Mitchell
Ian Munro
Loretta Notareschi
Tierney O’Brien
Patricia Plude
Sam Pluta
Pamela Quist
San Francisco Guitar Quartet
Melinda Wagner
Brendan Taaffe

Ruth Rainero
Brendon Randall-Myers
Hamilton Sims
D.J. Sparr
Bill Stevens
Drew Thams
Leo Wanenchak
Tamsin Waley-Cohen and Steven Beck
The Walden School Players

GUEST ARTISTS

2010

Emile Blondel
Hexnut

San Francisco Guitar Quartet
Melinda Wagner
Brendan Taaffe
Last summer at Walden, dozens of new works were born and presented to the world. In Composers Forums at the Young Musicians Program (YMP) and the Teacher Training Institute (TTI), participants experimented and explored, often using new mediums to express themselves. Participants in both programs were inspired by the intensive study and drills practiced during musicianship, composition, chorus, computer musicianship and, in the Young Musicians Program, enrichment classes running the gamut from jazz musicianship and score reading to *Let’s Make a Musical*. Each participant was nurtured by teachers whose mastery of the material and careful guidance of each student laid the groundwork for astonishing originality in creative output.

The Amsterdam-based new music “band” Hexnut, performed premieres by eight YMP faculty members, evoking sounds both ethereal and rich, and employing everything from squeaky toy hammers and electronics to an increasingly hysterical narrator. Other guest artists served as inspiration for all: composer-in-residence Melinda Wagner, the San Francisco Guitar Quartet, Bill Stevens Jazz Ensemble, The Walden School Players, pianist Emile Blondel, and violinist Tamsin Waley-Cohen with pianist Steve Beck collectively enriched the summer experience.

---

**STRENGTHENING PARTNERSHIPS**

**From Dublin to Duke**

2010 marked a strengthening of partnerships with Monadnock-area organizations. We co-presented two concerts with Monadnock Music, visited MacDowell resident composers Lee Hyla, Gordon Beeferman, and Huang Ruo, and sang for services at Emmanuel Church in Dublin. We shared our world-class guest artists with local residents at Keene Public Library, RiverMead Retirement Community, and Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center. Closest to home, we have seen our relationship with the Dublin School develop into a year-round collaboration. In the spring of 2010, as an enhancement to its existing music program, the Dublin School hosted long-time Walden faculty member Bill Stevens as an artist-in-residence. This residency was so successful that Walden and Dublin plan to repeat it in the spring of 2011.

Collaborations with other institutions are thriving as well. The San Francisco Symphony hosted several of our Teacher Training Institute faculty to work with music and non-music teachers (continued on page 7)
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John & Heather Adams
David & Vivian Adelberg
Rudow •
Sydney Bearman Alberg •
Kay Anderson
ASCAP
Elizabeth & Gerhard Austin
Sandra J. Balaban
Ball Family •
Stuart & Brenda Barnes
Jamieson
John & Carolyn Bassford
Michael Beattie
Klaus Bensch
Charles Benton
Richard J. Beagle &
Elena R. Messina
Catherine Bessières
Linda Wilder Blondel
Sheila Bogan
Borzansky Family
Ethan Borzansky
Sylvieline Felde Bouman
Uva C. Branham
Marc L. Brewer
Todd Brody
Richard Brooks
Michael Brodchner &
Lori Cohen •

Kristy Darrenogue
Nathan Davis
William DeChand
Nicholas DeMaison
Louise Dierker & David Patek
Colleen Dimyan
Todd Donovan
Poppea Dorsam
Carol Thomas Downing
The Dunphy Family
Don & Marcia Ehrlich
Lisa Epperson
Gene & Meg Euwer
Quentin &
Mary Murrell Faulkner
Patti Feuereisen, Ph. D
Jonathan Fischer
Dale & Ruth Fisher
Colleen Fleming
Shari B. Fleming •
Katharine & Steven Flowers
Stephen Flynn •
Carolyn Frye
Pat & Dick Fulton
Harry & Jo Ellen Gaines
Michael Gilbert
Dana Gillette

Edward & Barbara Gilliss
Lewis Gilman, Jr.
Dina Glendening
Richard M. Glendening
Patricia Golden
Elise Grant Cieslak
Luis Gutierrez
Barbara Happer
Lee Hartman
Laurent Hermouet
Maren Hicks
Audie Hungerpiller
John Immerwahr •
Katie Jewett
Sara Jobin
Brooks & Emily Johnson
Kristen Jones
Jeanne B. Katen
Marcia Kayser
Elizabeth Barnes Keller
J. Douglas Kent
Dany Khosrovani
Anna Plauth & Seung Kook Kim
Alexa Knoop

Anne Brouha
Eliza Brown
Jane Brown
Rachel Buddeberg
Ann Callaway
Barbara A. Campbell
Maria Capello
The Cardosi Family
Joseph Carey
Harriet Chase
Glady's Chaw
Russell & Joan Chesney •
Philip Choi
Dr. Yueh Chou
Immin Chung Poser
Sheree Clement
Helen Schlossberg Cohen
JoAnne Cohen
Terry, Andrew, Emily &
Jonah Cole
Lynn Cornell
Michael Coxe
Anne C. Crawford
Marilyn (Braune) Crispell •

Brian & Meg Konkel
The Kottenhahn Family •
Ann Kraft
James Kraft
Barbara Krause
Gerianne M. Krause
Jennifer & Mark Lackey
Katherine LaForge
John &
Christianne (Bessières) Lane
Jonel Larson
L. Kam & Cathryn S. Lee
Susan V. Lee
Fred & Jean Leventhal •
Lolly Lewis
Rita Lewis
Wesley B. Livesey Jr.
Laura & Tim Longacre
Susan & David Lord •
Kate Lovelady
Caroline Mallonée
Christine Margocs
Caryn Margolis
Pamela Marshall
Allegre Martin
Linda & Mic Martin
Ted Masur

Martha & Val Mathews
Judith K. Matthes
Judith McAlister
Bernard &
Constance McKinley
Linda McNeil & Rossie Smith
Christopher J. Mehiel
Stephen Melikian
Gail & Dezo Merenyi
Lisa Miller
Ruth S. Mitchell
Noah Moltek
Michelle Monje-Deisseroth &
Karl Deisseroth
James J. Moskowitz
Ian Munro
Hannah Virginia Murray
David Myers &
Miriam Lefkowitz
Mr. & Mrs. Alan S. Nadel •
Alexander Ness
Ruthann Noll
Rain Nox
Miriam Null •
Craig & Beth O’Brien •
Valerie Olson
Gail Orenstein
Susan Packer
Tamara Packer
Stephen Parmenter
Janet & William Patterson
Patricia Pepper
David Peters
The Philadelphia Suzuki
Piano Academy
Robert O. & Judith D. Pierce
Philip Polishuk &
Mindy Williams
Judith Post
Roy Rabinovici
May T. Raia
Ruth Rainero &
Pieter de Haan •
Brendon Randall-Myers
Fred & Rosamond Rea •
Reynaldo Reyes
Belinda Reynolds &
Dan Becker
Anne Richardson
Jill Robinson & James Kronrod
Sarah Robinson •
Alissa Rose & John Shanchuk
Ruth Ross
Greg Rothman & Linda Singer
Palmer & Lois Rutschke
Dick Sacher
Jack & Aria Sands
Ruth & Richard Schaeffer
Erica Schecter
Nancy & Stephen Schecter
Matthew Schickele
Peter Schickele
Lauren Schneider
Mary Schultz
Howard Schwartz
Stanley Schwartz
Katherine Scott
Naomi See
Prudence See
Ellie Seligmann
Michèle Sharik
Daniel Shaud

John & Carolynickar
Michael & Patricia Tirona •
Edward Wasserman
John & Marianne Weaver •
Fred Weinstein
Anton &
Christina Wyss-Corey
Will Skaff & David Xiques
Andrea Yannone
Shawn Ying ◊
Anonymous (6)
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Carlos Shimizu
Rick Shinozaki
Eric Sinclair
Serra Skadden
Marion Smith
Sam Smith
Dylan Steinberg
Dr. Greg A. Steinke
Stillwell Design
Erik Stuart & Melissa Wilson
Norma Swearingen
Alan & Kelly Sweatman
Dr. Zoltan S. & Lila V. Szabo
Carla Terwilliger
Becky Thams
Randy Thomas & Jeff Gosche
Dr. Louisa Thoron
Marissa Tirona & Ephraim Swanson-Dusenbury
Emily Tucker
Troy Udulutch
Kate Valenta & Alex Johnston
Brian Vandemark
Jon Michael Varese
William & Susan Lee Vick
Daniel Visnick
Kimberly A. Vogel
Bart & Lan Volkmer
Roselyn Volkmer
Alison Wallace & Steve Lindas
Frank Wallace & Nancy Knowles
Michael J. & Fania Wanenchak
Joan & David Weiner
Stefan Weisman
Gloria Weissman
Dr. Larry Wetzler
Marcelle White
Asa & Mona Williams
Matt J. Williams
John Yankee
Ben Yuhas & Jana Carey
Yen Tse Yap
Jane S. Young
Freyja Zaheer
Anonymous (11)

Leslie Stephens & Geoff Lepper
Toadstool Bookshop
Vino Noceto
Wet Ink Ensemble

F O U N D A T I O N  G R A N T S
The Aaron Copland Fund for Music **
The ASCAP Foundation Irving Berlin Family Fund
The ASCAP Foundation Irving Caesar Fund **
The Bitty Foundation
The Edward T. Cone Foundation
Galison Advised Fund
Ann & Gordon Getty Foundation •
Kautz Family Foundation
L5 Fund •
Morton & Sophia Mach Foundation •
The Negauane Foundation •
Putnam Foundation
William Margolis Generational Philanthropic Fund
William Margolis Jewish Legacy Fund •

C O R P O R A T E  & M A T C H I N G  G I F T S
Adobe Systems Incorporated
Matching Gift Program
AT&T Foundation
Eastern Recycling Services
Emmanuel Church
FreeCause
Goldman Sachs & Co.
Matching Gift Program
Google Matching Gifts Program
Houghton Mifflin Matching Gift Program
The Liz Claiborne Foundation
Microsoft Giving Campaign •
Oracle Corporation
T. Rowe Price Foundation, Inc. •
Teledyne Technologies, Inc.
Thomson Reuters
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign

G I F T S  I N  M E M O R Y  O F
Gertrude Colohan from Thomas Colohan & Michael Rouse
Georgia Cushman from Geoffrey (Scott) Lapin
Grace Newsom Cushman from Elizabeth Barnes Keller, Geoffrey (Scott) Lapin, Mr. Joel Mandelbaum
Becca Hammann from Lynn Hebben
Agnes Hayden from Thomas Colohan & Michael Rouse
Anonymous
David Hogan from Drs. Alan & Elisabeth Shewmon
Jorge Liderman from Belinda Reynolds & Dan Becker
Arthur Monheitt from Lynn Hebben
Diane Monheitt from Lynn Hebben
Phoebe Knapp Knowles from Frank Wallace & Nancy Knowles
Louise Shonk Kelly from Lucy Shonk
Florence C. Rowe from Francis & Barbara de Marneffe
Joseph Sadd, III from Barbara A. Campbell
Dr. Nathaniel A.F. Yangco from Jane Chung

G I F T S  I N  H O N O R  O F
Chaya Borshansky from The Borshansky Family
Seth Benzel & Malcolm Gaines from Elizabeth Clarkson
Eliza Brown from Lisa Miller
Milton Braun from Marilyn (Braune) Crispell
Michael & Mary Cornog from Russell & Joan Chesney
Lynn Hebben from Dr. Thomas Hecht
Veda & Ofurhe Igbinedion from Rita Lewis
Alexander Jones from Elizabeth & Victor Jones
D. Rachael Luthert from Linda McNeil & Rosie Smith
Caroline Mallonée from
Eric Huebner from Whit Bernard
Jed McGiffin from Seth Benzel & Malcolm Gaines
Leo Wanenchak from Anonymous
Bob & Anne Weavet from John & Marianne Weaver
John & Marianne Weaver from Bob & Anne Weavet

V O L U N T E E R S
James Athey
Philipp Beachy & Kati Andreasson
Ellen & Ed Bernard
Whit Bernard
Marshall Bessières
Tamar Bloch
Carol Brown
David Callan
Todd Cleary
Michael & Mary Cornog
Bob Crites
Marc Deriso
Arno Drucker
Linda Dusman
Dave Eggar
Barry Eisenberg
Bob & Dita Englund
Thomas M. Ewing
Martin Farnham
Cortlandt B. Fngler
Malcolm Gaines
Marcel Gempers
Dina Glendening
Corey Hamey
Jamie Hamilton
Anne Haxo
Cara Haxo
Lynn Taylor Hebben
Ellen Hoffmann
Kendra Holmgren
Erika Homann
Marc Hyman
Andrew Jacobs & Kathryn Park
Robin & Leslie Kenney
Dany Khosrovani
Hilary Kole
Leland Kushner
Morgan Kusmer
Gabriel Kyne
Qian Li
Charlton & Diana MacVeagh
Caroline Mallonée
Emil Margolis
Teresa McCollough
Laura Mehiel
Rita Mitra
Eric Mrozowski
John & Mary Anne O’Meara
Bob Passmore
Molly Pinell
Patricia Plude & Steve Kusmer
Sam Pluta
Pamela Layman Quist
Alicia Rabins
Ruth Rainero & Pieter de Haan
Will Rees
Danielle Schindler
Chad Champine
Nick & Regina Silitch
Melissa Smith
Leslie Stephens
Bill Stevens
Noél Theodosiou
Josie Waley-Cohen
Leo Wanenchak & David Ruschke
Bob Weaver
Gregory Westland
Cody Wright

I N  K I N D
Bi-Rite Market
Seth Benzel & Malcolm Gaines
Chris & Ann Conway
Lisa & Michael Coran
International Contemporary Ensemble
Max Mara
Sage Hill Goat Farm
PRISM Saxophone Quartet
(continued from page 3) from public schools in Oklahoma, Arizona and California in its Keeping Score program. And, in a partnership with Duke University, a Duke graduate student was sponsored to attend Walden’s Teacher Training Institute.

In 2010, we also expanded the School’s involvement with our far-flung alumni community; the creative spirit that is the trademark of summers at Walden is alive and well, year-round and wherever Walden alumni live and work. Three regional Alumni Composers Forums in New York, Baltimore and San Francisco featured works by 24 alumni performed by dozens of alumni and friends.

**THE WALDEN SCHOOL:**
**A Thriving, Dynamic Organization**

2010 set many new records in our organization: the highest number of applicants to both programs, the highest ever enrollment in our programs, the most number of aided students through our financial aid programs, the largest number of donors in the School’s history, who collectively gave more than $400,000 to the School’s annual fund — another School record! Our more than 450 supporters — ⅓ of whom were brand new to Walden’s annual fund this year — came through with an inspiring show of support, enabling the School to expand its Guest Artist program, provide financial aid for more than 45 students and music teachers, and post its 5th consecutive operating surplus, which the School’s Board of Directors is using to invest in new programs and build a reserve fund. Walden — the best kept secret in New England — is becoming less of a secret, with applicants to both the Young Musicians Program and the Teacher Training Institute coming from as far away as Mumbai and as close as Peterborough.

**MAIA MCCORMICK, Young Musicians Program**

**How Walden allocated its resources in 2010...**

**The Walden School is a 501(c)(3) registered in the state of New Hampshire. Copies of the School’s IRS letter and most recent financial statements are available upon request.**
The Walden School is an educational program that employs a unique, music-based method to foster creative thinking, problem solving, and risk-taking in young people. Through the exploration of music as a language, The Walden School inspires students to develop a personal, creative voice within the context of an intellectual and artistic community. The Walden School seeks to encourage broad thinking and active listening, teach delivery and acceptance of constructive criticism, plant the seeds of wisdom, and nurture a life-long commitment to creative expression, all resulting in the development of individuals who are capable of effecting positive change in the world around them.

in the works for 2011

March – May  Walden faculty residency at Dublin School
April 10  New York Alumni Composers Forum
June 11 – 18 Pilot of Creative Musicians Retreat at Smith College, featuring composer Russell Pinkston and the International Contemporary Ensemble
July  Firebird Ensemble residency at Walden and Apple Hill
July  Teacher Training for Oberlin’s Master of Music Teaching Program
July / August  Composer Paul Moravec, and concerts by pianist Eric Huebner, cellist Dave Eggar, the St. Catharine’s Choir of Cambridge University, & vocalist/improviser Pamela Z.

more ways you can support

1. Arrange for matching support from your employer.
2. Make a gift of appreciated stocks or securities.
3. Donate your car through Donate for Charity.
4. Make a bequest to Walden in your estate plans.
5. Volunteer to host an event or serve on a host committee.

For more information about making contributions to The Walden School, contact Esther Landau, Director of Development, at (415) 648–4710 or email elandau@waldenschool.org.

To make a donation online, go to www.waldenschool.org/donate.

ADMINISTRATION

Seth Brenzel  
Executive Director and Director, Young Musicians Program

Esther Landau  
Director of Development

Tom Lopez  
Director, Computer Music Program

Marguerite Ladd  
Director of Operations

Caroline Mallonée  
Academic Dean and Director, Creative Musicians Retreat

Patricia Plude  
Director, Teacher Training Institute

Pamela Layman Quist  
Assistant Director, Teacher Training Institute

Jefferson Packer  
Director of Administration

Brendon Randall-Myers  
Development Assistant

Leo Wanenchak  
Academic Dean and Director, Choral Program

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

John O’Meara, Chair
Andrew Jacobs, Vice-Chair
Molly Pindell, Secretary
Leslie Stephens, Treasurer
James Athey
Ellen Bernard
Carol Brown
David Callan
Todd Cleary
Arno Drucker
Thomas Ewing
Cortlandt Fengler
Anne Haxo
Robin Kenney
Laura Mehiel
Chad Shampine
Noël Theodosiou

EMERITI DIRECTORS

Lynn Taylor Hebden
Charlton MacVeagh
Pamela Layman Quist

ADVISORY COUNCIL

Samuel Adler
Martin Bresnick
Nansi Carroll
Joel Chadabe
Chen Yi
Jeffrey Cohen
George Crumb
Leon Fleisher
Mona Golabek
Lynn Taylor Hebden
Jennifer Higdon
Paul Lansky
Eugene O’Brien
Elmar Oliveira
Pauline Oliveros
Curtis Roads
Christopher Rouse
Allan Schindler
Joseph Schwantner
John Weaver
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